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A Heart With Wings

My heart is so happy
it has sprouted new wings
New found love has helped it
once again to sing,
Sweet words you have written
has stolen my heart,
Covering the sadness
that once had it falling apart..

My mind was totally blank
with my poetry field blocked
When you came along
singing happy songs like a lark,
Your kind words of inspiration
opened my heart to love
Giving my heart wings to fly
like angels above..

Only a heart with wings
can fly over mountains high
Forgetting all sorrow
that had it wanting to die,
Freedom from hurt
is a wondrous gift from above
God placed you in my path
in recovering my love..

Together you and I will fly
to a special paradise up high
So high that even singing angels
will stop to sigh,
Our future will be a beginning
for two lost souls
Drawn together with true love
to forever behold..
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Blue Angel Dust

You came down out of heaven from a sky of blue
When I was sad and lonely just thinking of you,
I heard angelic music so sweet and so very sublime
As angel dust sprinkled on this broken heart of mine.

Angel dust filled with many happy memories of you
Replaced all thoughts of my ever feeling so blue,
With special love we shared while you were still here
Bringing comfort to my heart knowing you are near.

You filled my life here on earth with undying love
A love so precious sprinkles angel dust from above,
Love you gave was worth more than silver and gold
Shining brightly with God's love forever to behold.

Over the promised rainbow one day I must fly
To where your soul of love is waiting in the sky,
Following the promise of God's covenant with man
To meet again in glory at God's promised land.

Memories of times shared buried deep within my heart
Will forever remain un tarnished while we are apart,
Until we are together again in God's paradise land
I'll reach out for angel dust with an outstretched hand.
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Candlelight Roses And You

Our love celebrated with candlelight and roses
when we finally meet
Long awaited desires beating within our hearts
we shall openly greet

Your love now flowing freely shall forever be
entwined with mine
Locked together in divine faith of eternal bliss
until the end of time

In Candlelight and Roses, my darling, I give my
body and soul to you
While angels sing in acknowledgment of divine
pure love forever true

To cherish in our hearts only that which is
sent from above
Uniting our undying love in Candlelight and roses
we celebrate our love
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Earth Angel Dreams

Dreams of Earth Angels live within our souls
Comforting and Guiding to make us whole
In time of deep sorrow they send us holy love
Through our friends descending from above

Togetherness promotes us to be boldly strong
guarding emotions from directional wrong
Pain and sadness overrules our hearts at times
When loss of loved ones surrounds our minds

Earth Angels sends cautions whenever we call
Mending our wings before we finally fall
God creates immortal compassion in each soul
Promising eternal life to those who behold

Reach out love for friends in times of need
Only then will life on earth succeed
Until in paradise as we all meet once more
Following God's Light to Heaven's Shore
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I Saw God Today

I saw god today on my drive to town
His great glory of creation all around
Trees so tall stretching to the sky
As if to reach almighty god on high

As i made the bend around the park
I heard the whistle of a meadowlark
Flowers blooming on all of the trees
Leaves and bees dancing in the breeze

I stopped at the old railroad track
To let pass a donkey carrying a pack
I saw the image of virgin mary so mild
On a long journey to save her child

I saw god today where so ever i went
My soul looked for him till i was spent
His creations tells me he loves us so
He created me~so god loves me i know
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Love Is A Rainbow

Love Is God, `Creator Of All Things` For He Is Our Promised Rainbow
After A Storm, He Glows His Love To All Corners of The Earth In Glorious Hues
Reminding All Of His Promise To Mankind In An Arched Bow To Keep Eyes On High
For Soon He Will Be Riding In The Clouds When Time Of Redemption Is Nigh

Love Is Jesus Christ, `Forgiver Of Sin` For On A Cross He Shed Blood For Our Salvation
Setting Examples, Walking The Earth, Preaching The Way To His Fathers' Kingdom So True
Working In Mysterious Ways, Wisdom Of Faith And Endurance Is Ascended To A Lost Soul
With His Teaching Of The Golden Rule `Love Thy Neighbor as Thyself`, As I love You!

Love Is The Golden Rule, Wherein' Lies The Key To His Father's Kingdom Of Eternal Life!
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Missing You Tonight

My heart is lonely and blue
Thinking so much of you,
I miss the feel of your touch
That I love so very much.

Miles keeps us so far apart
Still I keep you in my heart,
Thoughts of you I'll implore
Until I hold you once more.

Bright as a colorful rainbow
Memories of our afterglow,
Shared in passion so sublime
As our lips meet the first time

Hearts burning with desire
Erupting emotions on fire,
Locked in embrace so divine
Forever our souls to entwine.

You are the only love for me
Forever in my heart you'll be,
No longer to be a memory
When we are joined eternally.
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Open Up Your Heart

As I step into the bright sunshine today
God's Beauty takes my breath away,
With so many wondrous things for us to see
That God has created for you and me..

I see the many different kinds of bird
Each singing their song to be heard,
Flying over fields of flowers colored in view
With sounds of nature singing out to you..

Open up your heart taking this beauty in
You'll find much pleasure making you sing,
True happiness forever will remain in your heart
Capturing memories from the very start..

God created the universal heavens too
Implanting stars in a sky so very blue,
Magnificent mysteries to us He brings
In creating life's greatest things..

We must accept God for His gift of song
Reminding us of to whom we belong
In showing us His Love so very strong,
His examples teaches us right from wrong..
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Pen Of Poetry

You Pen Poetry Words Quite So Eloquently
Expressing Inspiring Thoughts For All To See,
Giving Love, Hope And Faith To All Of Us
To Overcome Feelings We Once Felt To Be Lost.

Bright Rays Of Sunshine You Have Opened Up
Which Heals All Sorrows Of A Broken Heart,
Being Able To Truly Forgive All Unkind Things
Makes For A Happy Heart That Joyfully Sings.

When We Feel Life Is Slowly Passing Us By
Your Poetry Thoughts Helps Us To Soar Very High,
Our Souls Begin To Feel In Trust Once Again
Because Of Faithful Words Written By Your Pen.
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Soulmates Of Eternal Love

Your soul lives deep within my heart
embedded in an everlasting mark
Soulmates created since beginning of time
carved in the book of life as mine..

You also feel this in your heart I know
touching my being in winds that blow
Raining upon my lips soft kisses so divine
secertly roaming throughout my mind..

Eternal love blessed by an angel's kiss
showered upon us heavenly bliss
Angelic acceptance break out in song
celebrating unity forever strong..

While as soulmates separated here on earth
Eternally entwined we'll be at rebirth
Forever in my heart your spirit I shall hold
as destiny calls our souls to behold..
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Strength Of A Tree

I feel your strength like that of a tree
Strong, deep ` rooted and totally free
Standing on your own never falling low
Holding up against fierce winds that blow

Bearing heat under the sunniest time of day
While giving shade to children at play
A place of shady rest for the weary of mind
Holding your arms out for birds to find
Protection in nesting come spring time

I feel your battle against nature's seasons
For each one created God has His reasons
Winter preserves water given to the earth
Spring for thawing living waters of rebirth
Summer warms the earth with life of lights
While Autumn's sights glorifies and delights

But through it all you stand mighty and tall
Like a tree battling forces that never falls
I feel your strength whenever a crisis calls
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Sun Of The Morning

As the sun peeks over the hill through the trees  
The calmness of morning rises high over the seas  
My heart fills with glorious blessings from above  
Embracing magnificent beauty of Creator's Love

I hear whispers floating through the tall trees  
As winds dance with leaves swaying in a breeze  
Shadows and light cast magic on foliage below  
Shimmering golden sunlight with a mellow glow

Nature's symphony praises glory of the Morning Sun  
Its warmth wakes the living as another day has begun..
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The Night Sparkles

The night is young my love and so are we
Let's love like `love-birds` in a tree;
We could build our `love nest` high above
To nestle warmly while sharing love..

The night is young darling and so are we
Let's make love as a busy honey bee;
We'll taste honey nectar of a special treat
Kisses to incite desires so very sweet..

The night is young sweetheart and so are we
Let's lock our vows never to be free;
Our souls created as mates will forever be
Entwined in ecstasy for all eternity..

The night is young my dear and so are we
It sparkles with love for you and me;
Angels encircle overhead in heavenly love
Sprinkling stardust from high above..

The night is forever young and so are we
Eternally in love we shall always be;
So darling, please come and dream with me
You're all I'll ever want for eternity..
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The Winds Of Life

As winter arrives the rose will soon perish
The rose within my heart I shall then cherish
Slowly fading in beauty to the winds that blow
The winter rose soon loses its lustrous glow

Autumn winds return with kisses so grand
Hugging the last warmth of nature's land
Soon to slumber as the cold winter winds blow
Overpowered by strength of fast falling snow

Winter winds play havoc with all of nature
Covering the plains in a mirrored glacier
Engulfing total power for a fleeting season
Created to inspire thoughts without reason

The true wind of life returns in early spring
Rebirth of havoc in remorse it does bring
Gently breathing life into all of nature's land
Resurrecting in power of the creator's hand
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True Poetry

Poetry is the true secret essence
Of one`s soul
Of inner feelings and desires
Waiting to be told

Be it happiness, sadness,
Or dreams to unfold
Reflecting within great poets
Since days of old..

Recorded through the ages
Like those of longfellow
Inspiring readers with hope
And love ever so mellow

It was not meant to defame
Or insult into shame
For vile language surely
Will not bring you fame..

Descriptive words are the choices
Of a writer
Painting pictures as an inspirator
Or a fighter

Whether it be foul, hopeful or
wisely smart
It reflects to the reader
What lives in a poet's heart..

A poet's words shall be recorded
For ages to come
As written poetry shall live on
And never be done..
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White Doves Of Divine Love

I saw a band of God's angels today
As I knelt before my window to pray
My thoughts of deep love were of you
For in my heart I felt that you were blue..

I asked the Lord to please keep you safe
And place a sweet smile upon your face
To let you know that I do love you
And my faith will be forever true..

He sent His angels to answer my prayer
To let me know how very much you care
In a flock of white doves circling above
He showed me your thoughts of true love..

A magnificent sight my eyes did behold
One of which had been heavenly foretold
A new beginning as that with Noah's dove
Tenfold now brings to me your undying love..
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You Are My Rainbow

You are the rainbow
after my storm
the sunshine in my heart
that keeps me warm

You light up my darkness
when I am lost
saving all my days
from total loss

You are my beacon
that shines overhead
directing my path
with love instead

You are my shining star
of hope from above
leading me to share life
within your love

You are my moon and stars
in the sky above
The only lights that shine
upon my love

No other will ever be able
to take your place
Forever in my heart your love
shall evermore race

You are my dreams
floating on the sea
Along the shore
your love rushes out to me

Crashing like stormy waves
upon life's restless shore
Receding in reoccurrence
forever more
You are My Life ~ My Hope~
My Dreams come true
I would not exist
if it were not for you

Like fusing colors of a rainbow
arched across the sky
Your Promise of Love keeps me
floating on high
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